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Abstract. This technical report on my solution for KiTS 2019 Chal-
lenge. I build an end-to-end pipeline for kidney and tumor segmentation.
My pipeline consists of three modules: (1) coarse segmentation step, (2)
fine kidney segmentation, (3) fine tumor candidates segmentation on the
kidney(s), (4) choosing between candidates. All 4 steps are based on 3D
sem-seg model with some modifications in their architecture, training
policy, data representation.
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1 Introduction
KiTS 2019 Challenge represents a semantic segmentation task, which is very well
investigated in the deep learning community as well as in medical image analysis
society. Nevertheless, the task is not that trivial. First of all, the dataset [1] is
three dimensional and consist of 210 training samples. Three dimensions and lim-
ited data amount makes it hard to simply use well known deep neural networks
for semantic segmentation without any tricks. Fine-tuning is also a problem here,
because of the small amount of pretrained models available. Moreover, datasets
used to train these models are way too small, comparing to ImageNet [2], which
is used as a pretrain dataset in 2D tasks. One will consider the task as slice-wise
2D semantic segmentation, but by my experience 3D models, in the end, get
better accuracy scores and work more robust. I tried both approaches and came
up with an end-to-end solution, that consist of 3D models only. Initial idea was
to build some kind of ensemble of 3D and multiple (axial, sagittal and coronal)
2D models, but 2D models performed worst during validation even with some
tricks that I used. All methods, techniques, and models that I tried but do not
use in the final pipeline are described in section 4.
2 Dataset
Dataset is described in [1]. Great effort has been put into samples collection and
annotation. Nevertheless, I want to give some bits of advice, that might help
in future annotations. First of all, in my experience, I found ITK-Snap tool [3]
the most convenient for 3D annotations in CT images. It has 3D brush, and 3
different views, that makes it easy and fast to use. Secondly, for tumor segmen-
tation, it is better to crop ROI from the 3D sample. Skipping all of the irrelevant
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volumetric information and focusing only on potential tumor position will make
it much easier for annotators to make a pixel-perfect manual segmentation of
tumor. I also believe that images from more CT tool manufacturers, as well as
a more different field of view, should be presented in the dataset to make it as
representative and possible. This is the best way to make general, accurate and
robust model. I hope these remarks will help in the future researches. One of the
open questions is a tumor on both kidneys simultaneously or multiple tumors on
one kidney (if these cases are physically possible). I am not a specialist, but it
would be better to include such cases in the dataset. Moreover, different tumor
sizes needed in the dataset. Figure 1 represents the kidney and tumor sizes for
each sample in the training set. It is seen that tumor size can be very different
from sample to sample, and the dataset is not balanced in that way.
Fig. 1. Kidney and Tumor volumes of training samples.
In my training setup I used 11 samples as a validation set, which is ap-
proximately 5% of dataset, and other as a train set. This cases are: case 00085,
case 00121, case 00138, case 00189, case 00195, case 00069, case 00109, case 00171,
case 00158, case 00077, case 00128. I tried to stratify the dataset by tumor sizes,
still, there might be a better way of splitting.
3 Methods
First of all, I would like to mention that I worked with the interpolated set,
provided by authors, but my pipeline should fit original scales too. I consider
the task as a 3D semantic segmentation problem. My pipeline consists of four
modules: (1) coarse segmentation step, (2) fine kidney segmentation, (3) fine
tumor candidates segmentation on the kidney(s), (4) choosing between candi-
dates. All 4 steps are based on 3D sem-seg model with some modifications in
their architecture, training policy, data representation.
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3.1 Coarse segmentation
Initial 3D CT volumes are too big to analyze them straight forward. Moreover,
there is too much background information, that can affect models performances.
So the first step I make is cropping the ROI for kidney+tumor segmentation. I
consider this task as a binary segmentation, where all the tumor values in the
masks are set to 1, making one class with kidney mask. I rescale the images
to 3.4x3.4x3.4 scale, so each dimension becomes smaller and each image can fit
into GPU memory. For the training, I cut 128x128x128 pp volume randomly
from each training sample on each epoch. Validation images remain the same,
except padding to 16 divisible sizes. I am making simple preprocessing before
training: all the HU values lower than -1024 and higher than 1500 are being
masked with those numbers respectively. Padding is done with -1024 values
for images and with zeros for annotations (masks). While training random flip
(on all directions), random rotation in the range of (-10, 10) angles performed
with probability 0.5 for each sample in training set. The model architecture is
classical Vnet [4], loss function is soft Jaccard (SJ), score metric is Intersection
over Union (IoU), learning rate (lr) changes according to Cosine Annealing LR
policy [5] from 1e-3 to 1e-7 values, that I got from lr finder [6], optimizer is Adam
(worked better than SGD). The model trained in this setup achieved 0.95 IoU
on the validation set and gives a good ROI for further steps.
3.2 Fine kidney and tumor segmentation
The next step is more or less the same, except the scale of the images is now
set to original and ROI is cropped using bounding box, calculated from coarse
models predictions. The data manipulation while training is the same as in the
previous step, but the model and training policy is different. Since this step
form input for next, tumor segmentation, step, I wanted to make the model
as accurate as possible. I have come up with an ensemble of two models. First
one is Vnet based model with Densenet 169 [7] encoder, the second one is also
Vnet based model with SE ResNext101 32x4d [8] encoder. The padding factor
on validation is now 32 instead of 16 because of the model architectures. The
ensemble of these two models gives me 0.97 IoU. The overall training policy
is similar to coarse model training, except Densenet based model used binary
cross-entropy as a loss function, to get more diversity for ensembling. The last
procedure here is taking two (or one if there is only one component) largest
connected components, from the predictions. I havent met a case, where model
outputs more than 2 components, but still, it can be possible during testing, so
I added this postprocessing in the pipeline.
3.3 Fine tumor segmentation
My experiments showed that the results are better if the tumor segmentation
model is trained on the single kidney, containing tumor, cropped from the origi-
nal image and background values masked out to -1024. All the kidney values are
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set to 0 and tumor values to 1. The setup is the same as for fine kidney segmenta-
tion step. Nevertheless, there are test time augmentations (TTA) performed on
the validation and testing sets. I use 12 augmentations, that are combinations of
90-degree rotations and flips on all dimensions. From the output of the model, I
calculate all the connected components and name them candidates to be a tumor
on the given kidney. From the model I also now the probability map (output
before converting to logits). So the next step is to calculate the mean probability
for each candidate and select only the one, that have probabilities higher than
0.8. This number is empirical and more research on this part is needed.
Single model without TTA gives 0.77 IoU on the validation while adding
TTA gives 0.79 IoU. The ensemble of two models, both with TTA, gives 0.81
IoU on validation.
Altogether, the whole pipeline gives me 0.92 IoU score defined by KiTS 2019
Challenge on my validation set.
4 What did not worked?
In this section, I will briefly describe what else I tried and what did not work in
my experiments.
– Multiclass segmentation - models are training slowly and not that accurate.
– 2D segmentation - the scores are lower and there are a lot of false positive.
Also, the shapes of the reconstructed 3D objects are not that smooth. Even
with pretrained networks, pretrained encoders and some good augmenta-
tions.
– Tumor segmentation without maskout - not working at all. For some reason,
maskout helped me dramatically in this step.
– Lighter encoders like resnet50, resnet18, or classical Vnet/3D-Unet architec-
tures gives lower scores on validation. This might be fixed with the bigger
dataset.
– Kidney only segmentation (without tumor) - low scores.
– SGD - it feels like SGD is a better option for my lr policy, but still, experi-
ments show the opposite. Even training on more epochs is not helping.
– Binary classification for tumor detection for step 3 - I tried different resnets
and densenets to train the classifier, that answers if the given volume contains
a tumor in it. I got only 0.72 F-score, which is not good enough
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